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Abstract

Pompeii was a Roman city, destroyed and completely buried during an eruption of the volcano Mount Vesuvius. We have revived its past by creating a 3D model of its previous appearance and populated it with crowds of Virtual Romans. In this paper, we detail the process, based on archaeological data, to simulate ancient Pompeii life in real time. In a first step, an annotated city model is generated using procedural modelling. These annotations contain semantic data, such as land usage, building age, and window/door labels. In a second phase, the semantics are automatically interpreted to populate the scene and trigger special behaviors in the crowd, depending on the location of the characters. Finally, we describe the system pipeline, which allows for the simulation of thousands of Virtual Romans in real time.


1. Introduction

EPOCH [EPO] is a network composed of about a hundred European cultural institutions whose goal is to improve the use of Information and Communication Technology for Cultural Heritage. Recently, a project has been conducted to revive the ancient city of Pompeii. In the work presented here, Pompeii has been virtually reconstructed based on archaeological maps. Our contribution is twofold: (1) We present how the procedural modelling tool CityEngine is used to automatically generate an annotated city model based on archaeological input data. (2) We introduce an automatic process that reads the city semantics and induces special behaviors in the crowd of Virtual Romans, depending on their location in the city. We have empirically defined each behavior as a series of scripted actions.

Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 1.1 we introduce previous work in both procedural city modelling and real-time crowd behavior simulation. A system overview of the paper is given in Section 1.2. In Section 2 we present the procedural modelling system CityEngine, able to generate a city and attach semantic data to the geometry. In Section 3 the extraction of the semantics from the annotated city model and its subsequent insertion into the navigation graph vertices is explained. Section 4 describes the runtime pipeline of the crowd simulation. In Section 5 we show the results we have obtained, and finally, in Section 6 we summarize this paper and discuss future work.

1.1. Related Work

The city of Pompeii has been studied previously in the LIFE-PLUS cultural heritage project related to augmented reality [PSO'05]. The objective was to augment a cultural site
of Pompeii with Virtual Romans. Devlin and Chalmers proposed a perceptually valid method to visualize Pompeii frescoes [DC01]. Several cultural heritage projects related to virtual reconstructions that include crowd simulation have been done on other ancient sites [DEY03, FS07, RFD05].

For the creation of 3D models of existing cities, several approaches exist [BBJ’01]. Today, the most widespread method is the use of GIS data, e.g., 2D maps of building footprints in combination with data from airborne sensors [TSSS03, SMVG02]. Despite the impressive results generated with these photogrammetric systems, they are not suited for the reconstruction of partially destroyed archaeological sites, as the missing features and textures have to be added manually or through mobile mapping techniques.

A second method uses GIS data in combination with procedural modelling, the latter based on shape grammars [SG71] and L-systems [PM01]. Shape grammars have a long history in analysis and construction of architectural designs [KE81, Du02]. A shape grammar is composed of a set of production rules which operate directly on shapes (labeled lines and points). By iterative application of these rules, more and more detail is added to a model. In these earlier works, the derivation process was usually done manually or by computer with human supervision.

With the introduction of Split Grammars by Wonka et al. [WWRS03], shape grammars drew the attention of the Computer Graphics community. Geometric split operations are used as a basic operation to hierarchically sub-divide building facades. Based on this approach, Mueller et al. [MWH+06] recently introduced the CGA Shape grammar, a complete shape grammar framework amenable to computer implementation. The approach includes essential features like a rule syntax, practical shape definition, context-sensitivity, occlusion handling and global synchronization of splits. Complementary to shape grammars, cellular textures [LDG01] can be used to compute brick patterns, while generative mesh modelling allows to generate complex manifold surfaces from simpler ones [Hav05, GBHF05].

In the domain of crowds, various methods have been studied on how to control their behavior by adding semantic data to their virtual environment. Musse et al. [MBCT98] classified the environment information into points of interest. Obstacle positions were labeled to avoid collisions with the environment. Sung et al. [SGC04] developed a painting interface to draw the regions where special events should occur. Based on these regions, their scalable behavioral model was used to have characters react according to a probabilistic action selection mechanism. Yersin et al. [YMdH+05] added semantic information to the environment in real time, allowing the user to interact with crowds through high-level instructions. Shao and Terzopoulos [ST05] developed an autonomous pedestrian model where virtual humans individually plan their actions based on different maps of their environment.

More recently, a work similar to the one presented in this paper has been proposed by Da Silveira and Musse [dSM06]. They introduced a semi-automatic city generation process where semantic information such as population density was used to create the environment. However, they were limited to a fixed number of different buildings, previously stored in a repository. Moreover, although they exploited semantic data to choose where to put which kinds of buildings, this information was not further used to populate the generated environment or apply corresponding behaviors.

Figure 2: Left: the generated Pompeii districts. Right: Virtual Romans instantiated from seven templates (male and female nobles, plebeians, patricians and a legionario).

1.2. System Overview

The main goal of our work is the real-time simulation of a crowd of Virtual Romans exhibiting realistic behaviors in a reconstructed district of ancient Pompeii (Figure 2). In an offline process, the city is first automatically reconstructed and exported into two different representations: (1) a high-resolution model for rendering purposes and (2) a low-resolution model labeled with semantic data. A second preprocessing step is the extraction of the semantics to be used during the real-time crowd simulation. Figure 3 displays an overview of the various pipeline stages.

In Table 1, we summarize the different semantics embedded in the city geometry and the associated behaviors. For this paper, we decided to concentrate on this small set since we want to (1) explain the underlying mechanisms in great detail, and (2) emphasize these specific behaviors in the companion video. However, Table 1 is not exhaustive, and many more behaviors could easily be added.

There are several buildings in the city model where Virtual Romans can enter freely. Some of them are labelled as shops and bakeries, and the characters entering them acquire related accessories, e.g., oil amphoras or bread. These accessories are directly attached to a joint of the virtual character’s skeleton, and follow its movements when deformed. We can attach accessories to various joints, depending on their nature. Here, we illustrate this variety by empirically placing
the amphoras in the hands or on the heads of the romans, depending on their social rank.

The idea of rich and poor districts is based on age maps that were provided by archaeologists taking part in the EPOCH project. These maps show the age of buildings in the city. Although we do not yet have the building textures to visually express these differences, we have decided to install the rich Roman templates in the most recent districts and the poor people in older ones. From this, virtual characters know where they belong and while most parts of the city are accessible for everybody, some districts are restricted to a certain class of people: rich Romans in young areas and slaves in poor zones. When the Virtual Romans wander in the city, they may pass near an open door or a window. In this case, we make the characters slow down and look at them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>geometry</th>
<th>semantics</th>
<th>behavior</th>
<th>actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shop</td>
<td>get amphora</td>
<td>walk inside, get out with amphora.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bakery</td>
<td>get bread</td>
<td>walk inside, get out with bread.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>young</td>
<td>rich</td>
<td>only rich people go there.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>only poor people go there.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>door</td>
<td>look at</td>
<td>slow down, look through door.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window</td>
<td>look at</td>
<td>slow down, look through window.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop look at</td>
<td>accelerate, stop looking.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of semantics and associated behaviors.
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ings. The occluded areas are marked off and will not receive any detailed geometry in the final grammar interpretation step.

3. The resulting raw facade areas are subdivided in a repetitive way: facade → floor → tile → window/door/... → architectural elements.

4. The subdivision is completed with the instantiation and fitting of manually designed architectural elements from the CityEngine library.

In our Pompeii shape grammar structure, the semantic and geometric data for the crowd is collected from several places: the street graph and building footprints allow to constrain the navigation of the characters, while window and door positions are extracted as additional behavior controls for the “look at” action (see Table 1), as illustrated in Figure 5. All these structures contain semantic labels from which the expected behavior will be derived.

![Figure 5: A building contains invisible geometry (checkerboard) which is used to store the semantic information.](image)

2.2. City Construction

In order to automatically generate the city, the first step in the offline process (Figure 3) is the creation of the 2D maps. The Street Graph, Block Extraction and Lot Subdivision are executed based on satellite, land/water, elevation, age and population density maps. From these steps, we get a 2D city model composed of polygonal building footprints which are annotated with all relevant data from the maps, e.g., the color value of the land-use maps at the centroid of the footprint [MVUG05]. For the results presented in this paper, we defined five different building types which are mapped to a color code on the corresponding land-use map (Figure 6 (upper right)).

When the shape grammar rules are executed on the footprints, the above mentioned gray value level is applied as input to the grammar and after the Interpretation and Optimization process, the name of each node in the exported city model gets a suffix corresponding to the actual building type. For convenience, as later detailed in Section 3, we store the semantic information in a separate scene file, apart from the actual rendered geometry. The navigation graph is then created, based on the scene geometry. This process is not further detailed here, since fully developed in [PdHCM’06,PGT07].

3. From Semantic Map to Behaviors

From the semantic labels created in the city generation (Section 2), a simple file is extracted, containing the data strictly necessary to identify places where specific behaviors should be applied. This file is only composed of labeled building footprints and quads representing windows and doors.

3.1. Extract Geometry Semantics

In the crowd engine, motion planning is based on a navigation graph [PdHCM’06,PGT07] automatically generated from the 3D Pompeii geometry model in an offline preprocess. This navigation graph is represented with circular areas - graph vertices - where it is possible for characters to navigate without colliding with the environment (Figure 6 (lower right)). If two graph vertices intersect, characters can freely move from one to the other. From this, we can find paths between different areas of the city. Thus, at runtime, there is no direct interaction between the Romans and the city geometry. Instead, they interact with the navigation graph. In order to have them behave differently given their surroundings, the semantic data contained in the geometry need to be transferred into the navigation graph vertices. This is achieved in an offline preprocess (Figure 3) where the behavior data and their location are output into a dedicated script.

Depending on the behavior we want to trigger and its location, graph vertices are identified in different ways. For instance, we would like people to slow down and look at the doors and windows when walking past them. In such a situation, we need to identify the graph vertices that are within a certain distance from the doors and windows. For
Algorithm 1: Semantic Mapping.

Data: set of simple geometries with semantic labels, set of graph vertices with their position and radius.

Result: subset of graph vertices GV where to apply corresponding behavior.

1. for each geometry g do
2. extract semantic label s from g.name
3. switch s do
4. GV = identifyGraphVertices(s, g)
5. computeBehaviorParameters(GV, s)

In our specific scenario of Pompeii, we have developed two methods to identify the graph vertices (line 4) which will adopt a special behavior. The first one, used for window and door semantics, given a range $r$, returns all the graph vertices that are at a maximum distance of $r$ to the vertices of the geometry $g$. The second method, exploited for shop and bakery building footprints, detects all the graph vertices contained inside the footprint geometry $g$. For this particular function, we can reduce the problem to a 2D approach (working on the OpenGL XZ plane). Based on [Boub7], we easily determine when a point $p$ is contained in the geometry vertices by computing and summing the angles $\theta_i$ between each pair of geometry vertices $(v_i, v_{i+1})$ and the graph vertex position $p$. If the sum of these angles equals $2\pi$, then the graph vertex is contained inside the polygon. In our particular Pompeii case, the buildings all have simple footprints which allow to exploit this algorithm.

We illustrate the result of our semantic mapping in Figure 6 (bottom right). As shown in Algorithm 1 (line 3), it is possible to treat each semantic label with different methods, depending on their location and effects. At line 5, there is also a second important function computeBehaviorParameters that can be developed differently, depending on the semantic label and the corresponding wished behavior. The purpose of this method is detailed in the next section.

3.2. Semantics to Behavior

We know that each semantic label corresponds to a specific behavior. For instance, the window and door semantics trigger a "look at" behavior that makes Virtual Romans slow down and look through the window (see Table 1). To keep our crowd engine as generic as possible, each graph vertex triggering a special behavior also receives a series of variables used later on for parameterization. For our example, this means that each graph vertex associated with this behavior should make Romans look through the window or the door. In order to know exactly where Romans have to look, each of these graph vertices also receives a target point, computed as the center of the window/door quad. Thus, for each behavior, it is possible to compute specific parameters during the graph vertex identification in Algorithm 1. More specifically, at line 3, we test the semantic labels to know which parameters need to be computed, and how the graph vertices should be identified.

In our Pompeii scenario, only the "look at" semantics requires extra parameters. Since a graph vertex may be close to several windows or doors at the same time, we make sure to save a set of target points (one per door/window) as its behavior parameters. When a Virtual Roman crosses such a graph vertex, he chooses among the target points the closest one facing him. For other semantics, no parameter is required. However, the engine has been developed to accept variables in any number.

Finally, this process outputs a script describing which behaviors apply to which vertices and with which parameters. This script is later used at the initialization of the crowd simulation to assign behaviors to graph vertices.

3.3. Long Term vs Short Term Behaviors

There are many behaviors that can be triggered when a Virtual Roman passes over a graph vertex. Some of them are permanent, i.e., once they are triggered for a Roman, they are kept until the end of the simulation, while others are temporary: once the Roman leaves their area, the behaviors are stopped. For instance, a Roman entering a bakery acquires some bread and will keep it when leaving the bakery until the end of the simulation. However, a Roman passing close to a window will slow down to look through it until he is too far away and then resume a faster walk.
The permanent behaviors are not complex to manage. Once triggered, they modify parameters within the Roman data that will never be set back to their previous value. For temporary behaviors however, it is important to detect when a Roman leaves an area with a specific behavior, and set his modified parameters back to normal values. We have chosen to treat this specific case as follows: when Algorithm 1 is called, for each temporary behavior \( b \), a new behavior \( \text{stop} b \) is created as its opposite. To identify the graph vertices that should trigger \( \text{stop} b \), we iterate over all vertices invoking \( b \), and check the behavior of their neighbors. If a vertex triggering \( b \) has a neighbor that is not triggering \( b \), we have found a vertex that borders the \( b \) area. We thus flag it with \( \text{stop} b \). Note that it is possible for a graph vertex to trigger several behaviors. An example of the “look at” behavior is illustrated in Figure 7.

4. Online Crowd Simulation

At runtime, it is very important to optimize the different pipeline stages to be able to simulate crowds in real-time. Efficient crowd simulation is obtained by targeting computing resources where the attention of the user is focused. The online simulation pipeline in Figure 3 is composed of six important steps and receives two major inputs: the camera view frustum, and a navigation graph filled with Virtual Romans. This graph is used for crowd motion planning [MYMT07] and as a general-purpose structure to hierarchically process Virtual Romans throughout the pipeline.

The Simulation Scaler is the first stage of the pipeline. User focus is determined by simple rules that allow to spread computing resources throughout the environment. Depending on the camera frustum, each graph vertex is categorized with two scores:

- A representation score, determined by finding the distance from the vertex to the camera and its eccentricity from the middle of the screen. This score determines the Virtual Roman representation.
- A score of interest, resulting in an environment divided into regions of different interest (ROI) [MYMT07]. For each region, we choose a different motion planning algorithm. Regions of high interest use accurate, but more costly techniques, while regions of lower interest exploit simpler methods.

A special scoring is applied to invisible vertices: those containing no Romans are directly frustum culled without scoring and not further considered in the current frame. The invisible vertices filled with at least one character are still kept, but for them, only the ROI score needs to be computed; no rendering is needed for these Romans, but they still require a minimal simulation to move along their path.

The purpose of the second stage of the pipeline, the Simulator, is to ensure that each Roman comes closer to its waypoint. Indeed, each Virtual Roman stores a waypoint, which is the position of its next short-term goal to reach. Depending on the ROI, path smoothing is applied, and efficient internal book-keeping of the Virtual Romans on the underlying navigation graph is done.

The third stage, Animator, is responsible for animating characters whichever the representation they are using. We use three different representations decreasingly costly to render and animate: deformable meshes which are deformed in real time using a skeleton and a skinning technique, rigid meshes whose deformation are precomputed, with respect to an animation repertoire [UDHCT05], and impostors, extensively exploited in the domain of crowd rendering [TLC02, DHOO05, MR06]. The animation process is similar for all representations: depending on the animation time, the correct keyframe is identified and retrieved. Then, each representation is modified accordingly.

The Renderer stage represents the phase where draw calls are issued to the GPU to display the crowds. Shadows are also handled at this stage using a shadow mapping algorithm [RSC87]. The whole process thus becomes a two-pass algorithm: first, deformable, rigid meshes, and impostors are sequentially rendered from the point of view of the main light. Then, the process is repeated from the point of view of the camera. Roman accessories are also rendered in this stage. The renderer is the last stage of the current frame. The next pipeline stages operate on the subsequent frame.

The Path Planner stage performs the collision avoidance between Virtual Romans. Due to a complexity in \( O(n^2) \), it runs at a significantly lower frequency than the previous stages. Regions of high interest, typically in the vicinity of the camera, are treated with a long-term collision avoidance strategy, while other ROI are treated with short-term algorithms [MYMT07].

Finally, the last stage of the crowd pipeline is the Behavior. In our simulation, crowd behavior is updated individually for each Roman, based on the navigation graph vertices. The first step is to retrieve a list of graph vertices for each possible behavior. This is efficiently achieved, due to optimized data structures. Note that it is possible for a graph vertex to be associated with several behaviors. For each behavior, the Behavior stage iterates over its graph vertices, gets the associated Romans, and applies the corresponding actions to them. As detailed in Section 1.2, individual behaviors are mostly expressed through accessories acquisition and animation changes. Such changes do not need to be applied at high frequencies, and a Virtual Roman usually takes more than 1s to cross a graph vertex. Thus, for a realistic crowd simulation, a frequency of 10Hz for the Behavior stage is sufficient.

5. Results

The accompanying video demonstrates the results of our work in reviving the ancient city of Pompeii. First, its streets...
and buildings have been automatically reconstructed and annotated. Second, they have been populated with crowds of Virtual Romans, presenting several different behaviors, and thus offering a realistic and varied simulation (Figure 8).

The city reconstruction is based on a CGA Shape grammar with nine different facade designs derived from archaeological drawings. It contains 4 levels-of-detail (LOD), 16 different wall types and 3 roof styles. Of this grammar 16 variations were automatically generated by combining the facades and roofs with specifically designed color palettes. This number could be arbitrarily increased, but practical aspects of the rendering limited the usable number of materials. The CGA Shape grammar has proven its great flexibility, for instance during the optimization of the levels-of-detail for the rendering process.

As for the crowd, seven human templates have been exploited to create the paper images as well as the companion video: male and female nobles, plebeians, patricians and finally, a male legionary. These seven templates are instantiated several hundred times to generate large crowds. To ensure a varied and appealing result, per body part color variations were automatically generated by combining the different wall types and roof styles. Of this grammar 16 variations were automatically generated by combining the facades and roofs with specifically designed color palettes. This number could be arbitrarily increased, but practical aspects of the rendering limited the usable number of materials. The CGA Shape grammar has proven its great flexibility, for instance during the optimization of the levels-of-detail for the rendering process.

As for the crowd, seven human templates have been exploited to create the paper images as well as the companion video: male and female nobles, plebeians, patricians and finally, a male legionary. These seven templates are instantiated several hundred times to generate large crowds. To ensure a varied and appealing result, per body part color variety techniques are exploited. The simulation of the crowd in the city has been achieved with an Intel core duo 2.4 GHz 2 Gb RAM and a Nvidia Geforce 8800 GTX 768 Mb RAM. The crowd engine is mainly implemented in C++, but to ease the definition of behavior actions, we use the Lua scripting language. One of its main advantages is the fast test/fix cycles while programming behavior functions. The city part used for the simulation (illustrated in Figure 6, bottom left) is composed of about 700,000 triangles and 12 Mb of compressed textures. For the crowds, combining the different LOD, it is possible to simulate in this environment 4,000 Romans, i.e., about 600,000 triangles and 88 Mb of compressed textures, with real-time performance (30 fps in average). Note however that we have reduced the number of Romans to 2,000 in the video sequences, due to the requirements of the real-time capture software.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Based on archaeological data, we have presented the different steps of our work to generate the ancient city of Pompeii and populate it with Virtual Romans. Thanks to the semantic data labeled in the geometry, crowds are able to exhibit particular behaviors relatively to their location in the city. Our results and companion video show that we are able to simulate several thousands virtual characters in the reconstructed city in real-time. The use of a procedural technique for the creation of city models has proven to be very flexible and allows for quick variations and tests not possible with manual editing techniques. For instance, it allowed us to modify the land-use maps and recreate the whole model with updated semantics in about 20 minutes. It was also very easy to reduce the model complexity for the crowd engine by omitting some grammar rules, e.g., replacing some window primitives with simpler versions.

One possible follow-up work would be to make the Virtual Romans interact with the model, e.g., opening doors. This would allow to create more intelligent and varied behaviors for crowds. From an archaeological point of view the simulation would also benefit from a validation of the Virtual Roman behavior based on historical data. Finally, to reduce the complexity of collision avoidance between characters, investigating spatial hashing [SGG’07] could be beneficial in our architecture.
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